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Change of Names for the Holiday Inn
The Grandview Holiday Inn is set at the top of a hill overlooking a
spectacular view of lakes and mountains, thus the name Grandview
,. Holiday Inn.
In 1993 the Grandview Holiday Inn announced its new affiliation
as a Holiday Inn-SunSpree Resort. The resort is proud to be one of
only two in the United States to operate as a SunSpree Resort. An
extensive refurbishing program was completed in July, including a
new Sun Room Lobby where guests can enjoy the magnificent lake
and mountain view, a new exciting main entrance, and a new gift
shop. The SunSpree is the ideal spot for reunions, vacations, and
conventions. So, don't be confused by the two names; the Holiday
Inn-SunSpree Resort and the Grandview Holiday Inn are one and the
same.

Command Post 1994 Reunion Lake Placid

Golden Arrow Hotel
Because we made our plans well in advance, we were fortunate to
secure the Golden Arrow as our backup hotel. The Golden Arrow is
located on Mirror Lake, and the rooms that are set aside for us overlook the lake. Facilities include a white sandy beach, boats, an
indoor pool, a health spa with saunas, whirlpools and steambaths,
racquetball courts, game room, restaurant, lounge, nightclub, and
unique indoor shops.
The Golden Arrow is located directly across the street from the
Holiday Inn-Sun Spree Resort. Because climbing the hill to the
SunSpree would be difficult now that we are in our "golden years,"
two shuttle buses will be scheduled to transport people between
hotels. Those who wish may use their own cars, as there is ample
parking at the Holiday lnn-Sunspree Resort.
Parking
There is free parking at the Holiday Inn and the Golden Arrow.
Those driving RVs will be allowed to park in a designated area at the
Holiday Inn. No hook-ups are allowed.
Registration
Regardless of whether you are staying at the Holiday Inn or the
Golden Arrow, you should go first to the Holiday Inn, because they
are handling all registrations.
Meals
People purchasing the package plan will have all meals at the
Holiday Inn-SunSpree Resort.
Memorial Service
Fran Maher and Tom Boyle are making plans for the Memorial
Service, which will be held in the beautiful Skyroom.
Golf

Herbert Olsen is in charge of the golf tournament, which will be
held on Thursday morning. Those planning on participating, please
send your name to Herbert Olsen, P.O. Box 845, Marstons Mills, MA
02648.
Reunion Committee
Chairman
Co-chairman
Treasurer
Assistants to Chairman

Francis Maher
Ronald Murphy
Thomas Boyle
Herbert Olsen
Edward McGrath

Banquet Table Reservations
Banquet table reservations will be handled the same way as they
have been for the past several years. Seating at the tables will be for
ten people. Reservations for groups of ten are to be made by one
person. All Banquet tickets, one for each member of the group, must
be presented for marking at the time of making reservations.
Individuals and couples not part of a group will be assigned a table.
No table reservations will be made by telephone.
Banquet tickets will be collected by the table servers before serving; they will only serve people with tickets. No Banquet tickets will
be sold on Saturday.

"And a way we go" - members are shown aboard the trolley
_ ..-tour of San Antonio.

Grandview Holiday Inn will be the command post for the 1994 being held in Lake
Placid, New York on June 9, 10, 11th. Many changes within the hotel have been
made since we met there in 1984. Reservation requests for the reunion can be
found on page 2.
GOOD JOBWelcome To The 1994 Reunion
TEXAS CHAPTER
This is a message and a welcome to all 9th Division members and their guests about the upcoming reunion for the year
1994.
Many members may already know that the New England
Chapter of the 9th Division Association will conduct the annual reunion this year at Lake Placid, New York on June 9-1011th.
Our last reunion at Lake Placid was in 1982 and attended
by a large number of 9th Division members and their guests,
and National Hdq's was warmly congratulated by many members of the Division for a well run reunion and a place known
the world over.
Many 9th Division members and guests have requested
many times that we return to Lake Placid for the beauty, the
scenery, the many functions and above all the shopping, eating and the great elbow exercise that you get in the hideaway
places, and the word was we had a great time. The reason for
any reunion is to pay tribute to the 4,581 men who did not
return but made the supreme sacrifice defending the freedom
of our country. We also pay tribute at the annual Memorial
Mass held in Worcester, MA for the 4,581 men and all those
who have gone before us. May they rest in Peace.
The reunion always brings together all those with whom we
lived, trained with, and fought side by side depending upon
one another for survival. The reunion brings us together
where we welcome one another like a lost member of the
tribe even though we met at the last reunion but friendship
remains forever.
Many members gather to talk over the war and what outfit
of the 9th won the war, but after much talk everything ends in
good faith, a welcome hand shake and a gentle pat on the
back. Everyone agrees the 9th Division fought as a team to
defeat the enemy.
Please use the form that lists Room Reservations and all
vital information regarding the reunion. Always early reservations are important because the later you wait the more difficult it is to get a room of your liking, so always remember
early reservations and late cancellations.
As chairman of the 1994 reunion at Lake Placid, NY June 910-11 I extend an invitation to all members and their guests to
attend the reunion and leave with the satisfaction that you
attended a great reunion and something you will always
remember.
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To all the members of the
Reunion Committee, their wives
and other workers who put
together the 48th Annual Reunion in San Antonio, Texas, I
wish to take this opportunity to
thank everyone of them for a
fine job.
Sure, there were some complaints ... such as transportation
to the satellite Raddison Hotel
was not up to par. Some complained about the toughness of
the rib roast at the banquet
....the cost, etc. BUT unless you
worked on organizing a National
Reunion or any such affair, you
will never really know the
amount of hard work that goes
into such a project.
I had the opportunity to talk
with several on the Reunion
Committee.
Ernest Botella did everything
humanly possible to get the
hotel registration and other
matters straightened out. The
hotel did not cooperate with the
shuttle bus to and from the
Raddison. Could you blame the
Texas Chapter? ... No way. The
Texas Chapter did not butcher
the steer and cook the meat. I
am sure they ordered juicy tender rib-of-beeLso it was a little
tough ... so what. A few complained about the high cost of
things but let's look at the other
side of the coin.
Chairman John Miller and CoChairman Pete Rice were on top
of things and ran a good reunion. Robert Rucker and Bob
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Most everybody is too busy
with holiday preparations to
write or call me, so I guess this
column will be short, I hope. It
took a while but I have finally
recovered from our great Texas
Reunion in October. The Baby
Shower with 40+ women and
girls we threw in my home for
my daughter-in-law, Denise
(middle son Bruce's lovely wife)
followed in Mid-November, and
squeezed in somewhere was a
new roof job on our lovely old
home. I know we always seem
to do some remodeling around
the holidays, but it was not our
fault; it is a very old house, and
you must work around the contractor's time schedule and not
your own. Anyway, with two old
layers torn off, what a mess our
deck and ground were, and
some black stuff even drifted
inside! Then came Thanksgiving
(thankfully at son Russell's
home), and Joe's BIG BIRTHDAY
on November 28th.
Now Christmas is upon us!!
The baby is due on Christmas
Day, and so far is not coming
early. I had hoped to be able to
tell you of his/her birth in this
column, but no such luck. You
will have to wait until the next
edition to find out.
I have received some lovely
thank-you notes from our
recent donations to four
Veterans facilities. From the
Martinsburg, West Virginia VA
Medical Center: "What a great
group of Ladies you must have,
including your Ambassador to
Veterans in Need, Billie
McKinney. We will use it to provide shaves, haircuts, and comfort articles for patients without
income." From the Lyons VA
Medical Center, New Jersey:
"We appreciate your thoughtfulness in remembering our veterans and thank you again for
your fine donation, which is to
be used to purchase wheel
chair cups for patients." June
Hoepfner is our Ambassador to
them. From Tony GiraIico,
Hospital Chairman DAV,
Rochester, New York: "The
patients and staff at the Batavia
Medical Center New York, are
most grateful to you for your
recent contribution. Each of the
patients will receive a special
gift on Christmas morning, with
a live Santa Claus, and a group
of Carol Singers from the
Loretto Santucci Memor Post
No. 208, DAV, Rochester, NY.
Regarding the Lake Placid
Reunion, Ron Murphy, New
England Chapter Secretary
recently contacted me and then
President Carol Saunders, about
our meeting there. No details
are available at this time, but if
we have something, you will be
the first to know, via this column. OK? When you receive
this in January/1994, I hope you
will have had a Happy Holiday,
and are prepared to have a
Great New Year! Take care and
keep in touch.
Ellie Taubner, Treasurer
85 Smith Avenue
Bergenfield, NJ 07621
Update: Our 9th grandson
arrived Dec. 21 at 5:25 A.M., 9
Ibs. 7 oz. and named Jake
Dennis.

Arrival:

Thursday, June 9, 1994
or Friday, June 10, 1994
Departure:
Sunday, June 12, 1994
All reservations must be made on this form and returned
by Thursday, May 12, 1994 with a deposit of $100.00 per
room to:
Holiday Inn SunSpree Resort
1 Olympic Drive
Lake Placid, New York 12946
(518) 523-2556
FAX: (518) 523-9410
3 Nieht Packaee
2 Nieht PackA8e
ArrIval: Thur. 6/9/94
Fri. 6/10/94
Standard Rooms:
Single:
$391.05
$305.16
Double:
246.08
192.84
Triple:
210.01
163.98
Quad:
191.39
150.14
Mini-5uites:
Single:
$549.00
410.46
Double:
325.85
245.49
Triple:
262.68
199.08
Quad:
231.08
175.88
Tax:
Inclusive
Inclusive
Gratuity
Inclusive
Inclusive
Rates are quoted on a per person, per stay basis and for a
2 night minimum stay.
The "3 Night" Package Rates include: 3 Nights' Lodging, 3
Breakfasts, Complimentary Welcome Party on Thursday
night, Dinner on Thursday, Complimentary Cocktail
Reception and Dinner on Friday, 1 Banquet on Saturday
and all Taxes and Gratuities.
The "2 Night" Package Rates include: 2 Nights' Lodging, 2
Breakfasts, Complimentary Cocktail Reception and Dinner
on Friday, 1 Banquet on Saturday and all Taxes and
Gratuities.
**********************************************
** Reservations must be received by Thursday, May 12,
1994.
** Reservations received after this date will be accepted
upon availability.
* * Deposits will be refunded, if cancellation is received by
Thursday, May 26, 1994.
* * Payment arrangements for the total package will be
required upon arrival in the form of cash or major credit card. Personal checks will not be accepted as
a method of final payment.
* * Credit will not be given for missed meals or early
departures
* * Check in time is 3:00 PM, Check out time is 11 :00 AM
* * Telephone reservations will not be accepted.
* * Telefaxed reservations must be guaranteed by a major
credit card.
* * All standard rooms have 2 double beds.
** Rollaway beds are available upon request at an additional charge.
**********************************************
To confirm your room, it is necessary to guarantee your
reservation with a $100.00 deposit in the form of a Check
or a Major Credit Card.
- $100.00 Check
- $100.00 Credit Card
Card Type:
Account #
Exp:,
_
**********************************************
Name:,
_
Unit:,
_
Street:
_
City/State/Zip:,
:-:_
Telephone #:,
Number of Persons:,
_
Standard:
Mini-5uite:,
_
Single:
Double
Triple:_ _ Squad_ _
Name of Roommate(s),
-::_
Arrival Date:
Departure Date:
_
Anticipated Time of Arrival:,
---:
_
**********************************************
Package Rates for our Specialty Rooms with Fireplaces and
Jacuzzis available upon request.
Rates for Early Arrival on Wednesday, June 8th or for Late
Departure on Monday, June 13th are:
Standard
Mini-Suite
Single:
$ 81.76
$135.61
Double:
$ 89.70
143.54
Triple:
109.38
163.80
Quad:
129.08
184.04
Tax & Gratuity:
Inclusive
Inclusive
These "Bed & Breakfast" rates are quoted per room per
night, including 1 Night's Lodging, Breakfast, Tax a.nd
Breakfast Gratuity. Reservations will be accepted subject
to availability.
Strip Tickets

Strip tickets will be sold on Thursday and Friday only, at a cost of
$60.00. The strip ticket includes the Thursday night welcoming

o

Request for Medals
of World War II
t<'rom time to time one of our members will inquire where he
may receive medals from his time with the Ninth. For those interested write: U.S. Army Reserve Personnel Center, Attn:
DARP-PAS-EAW, 9700 Page Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63132-5200.
Your request should include your serial number, date and
place of birth, of course your full name, address, then and present, the dates served in the Army and by all means a copy of
your separation document (DD Form 214).

- - -. . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Lake Placid.,

New York

REUNION
1994

party, the Friday night dance, and the Saturday night banquet. It
does not include the Saturday night cocktail party. The cocktail
party is an "extra" for those purchasing the two- or three-day package.
Strip tickets wiII be sold on a cash basis only. No personal checks
will be accepted.

When was the last time you wrote a letter to eur ~ail Call
Column? Just a postal card would denote yo,!" mterest
and let some buddy know where you are. You like t~ read
what other members selid in ... why not do your own partand write a few lines DOW and then for their enjoyment.

THE OCTOFO .....

-

continued from Page l

AFTER THE TEXAS

Tip of Hat

REUNION

Remembering
the
Congratulations. The Mexican
Memorial Fund and their
troubadours put on a good
departed buddies we thank
musical serenade during the
the following members and
Thursday night beer party. The
friends:
Friday night orchestra was
excellent. The Memorial
William Cornelisse
Services on Saturday morning
Louis Sieben - In honor of all
were very impressive. One
could not help swallowing hard 47th Medics who are no longer
while listening to the wonderful with us.
Walter Quigley - In memory
songs by the choir of San
Antonio Church of the of Jim Myers and Al DeNaro.
Richard McGrath - In memoNazarene.
How about that Englishman ry of Barney Angell.
Tony Madonna - In memory
posing as an American at the
Saturday Night Banquet? It was of Barney Angell.
William Horan - In memory of
a pleasure being entertained by
his witty jokes and comments. If Louis Schneider.
Arthur Clark
anyone did not take advantage
Preston Stillings
of the free time to see San
Fred Veno
Antonio, they had only themGeorge Grossman - In memoselves to blame. My wife and I
ry of Lesley Ronay and Lester
joined a group on a 3 hour guidCook
ed bus tour. We stopped at Ft.
Paul Potts
Sam Houston, then to Buck
Harry Kish
Horn Bar followed by stops at
O'Callahan Family - In memoThe Alamo, The Market Place
ry of June Bates.
and a ride around the German
From the Men of M Co. 60th
section with its wonderful archiInf. - In memory of Charles
tectural homes.
Streetzel.
San Antonio has a "trolley
system" that cost just a dime
...yes, 10 cents will take you all
around town or you can get off
SEEKING INFO
any place including River Walk.
There's so much to see and do
It was good talking to you on
in San Antonio that it would
the phone yesterday. That's one
takes months to see it all.
of the good-bad things about
Audrey amI I enjoyed our
war - it does give you such a
visit...the new friends we made,
strong bond with others who
the old friends we saw again
have been through that experiand meeting with Texas Chapter
ence. You can talk about things
members. Thank you Texas
it is hard to discuss with others.
chapter for your hospitality.
Anyway, if you could run the
Emil & Audrey De Donato
follOWing notice in your publica3650 SW Mosswood Street
tion, I'd appreciate that.
Dunnellon, FI34431
'Would like to hear from anyone who remembers Clinton D.
TEXAS AND GREATER
Kruger, Medical DetaChment,
SOUTHWFST CHAPTER
39th Regt., 9th Division, killed
NEWSLETIER
Oct. 12, 1944. Received the
Next Chapter Meeting: Stage- Silver Star. Was with the unit in
coach Inn: Salado, Texas 76571; African invasion, his ship was
Telephone: (817) 947-5111 or sunk, and then in Italy. From
800-732-8994. Identify yourself Nebraska; about 5'10," blonde,
as a member of the 9th Division. stocky build. His sister had a
Date: March18th. Bus-iness letter from his CO after his
meeting 10:30 a.m.
death, but I know she would
There may be a special rate appreciate comments from anyfor arrival on 18th but one else who remembers him.
Stagecoach Inn will verify. I'm a cousin, who was in his
($46.00).
87th, Acorn Division. Call 319895-8693, or write Walt Stromer,
410 7th Ave., South, Mt. Vernon,
60th Inf. M Co.
IA 52314.
BONIFACIO CAMPOS
As mentioned, I went to the
1307 Montoya N.W.
87th Division reunion this fall,
Albvquerque, N.M. 87104
It's time again to renew my about 900 there. First one I've
dues for 94, keep the paper gone to, because I was with
coming. Your doing a hell of a them just about a month before
good job, keeping us informed. being wounded, Jan. 6, near
Keep up the good work and God Bastogne, so I really didn't know
any of them.
Bless you and your family.
Anyway, all the best for a new
Hoping you and family have a
very Merry Christmas and year, from one old soldier to
another.
Happy New Year.

Kudos for Brusic

WALLINGTON, N.J.-Frank Brusic (Brzuszek), 79, a first sergeant
in the U.S. Army's 47th Infantry, and one of Wallington's most
bemedaled veterans of World War II, was recently inducted as a
distinguished member of the unit's Hall of Honor at a ceremony
held at tort Lewis, Washington. Brusic was cited for displaying
"gallantry in action" for his efforts in defending against Nazi forces
in Worlci W;tr " IJnrlpr " ... tremelv danl!erous conditions.

Remember Hambone?
Mrs. PA Nockemann
68A Whitwell Road
Southsea
Hants
P040QS
England
Re: 47th Infantry Regiment,
9th U.S. Army Division
The Headquarters of the
above Regiment was based in
the village of New Arlesford,
England in 1943/44 prior to the
D-Day landings.
A few months ago my husband and I came across a headstone beside the River Arle
bearing the inscription:
Here lies Hambone Jnr., faithful friend of 47th Infantry Regiment, 9th US Army Division
May 1944
I have approached the U.S.
Embassy in London and then
the U.S. Army Center of Military
History in Washington DC, who
gave me your name. I am hoping
to find out more about Hambone Jnr. and why he was so
special to the men of the 47th
Infantry Regiment. Alii have discovered so far is that he was
run over and killed by a military
vehicle.
I would be very grateful for
any information you can provide, not only on Hambone Jnr.
(was there a Snr.?) but also on
the time the Regiment spent in
the village and surrounding
area, particularly any human
interest anecdotes. Thanking
you for your time.
Yours faithfully,
Mrs. Pam Nockemann
Editor's note: To the best of
our recollection "Ham bone
Junior" was a dog that found "a
home" with the 1st Bn. of the
47th Infantry while the Ninth
was stationed in England and
the 1st Bn. billeted in and
around Alresford. So come on
you ole Raiders dig in and see if
we can help this lady.

SEEKING
I have been contacted by a
man in Belgium who is writing
the history of his community
during World War II. The community: Leugnies, now a part of
Beaumont, Belgium.
He is seeking the name of the
47th's First Battalion commanding officer, who he said, along
with "0" Co. commanding officer Sheel, Sgt. Brusic and mortar squad member Ducato, were
the first Gl's to enter Belgium in
the locality.
He is also interested in information about a soldier named
Oday or O'Day, who would have
been 20- years old at the time
(l~44) and whose mother was
Belgian. (His rank, first name,
address).
In addition, he is looking for
information on Chaplain
Richard W. Day, former rector
of an Episcopal Church at
Annandale-on-Hudson; his assistant, T/5 John F. McAdams of
Greensburg, Pa., and T/5 Emilio
A. Franciosa of New York City.
Are any of them still alive and, if
so, their current addresses.
If any Octofoil readers have
information of the above, it
would be appreciated if you
would drop a line to Bob Dunn
(address above) or phone 609467-0394. Many thanks.
47th Inf.
BOB DUNN
527 Lakeview Drive
Swedesboro, NJ 08085
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60th Inf. & Div. Hqs.
ELIAS HOPKINS
30 Lewis Street
Feasterville, PA 19053
It is with much sorrow that I
inform you that - Elias O.
Hopkins, Hq. 9th Inf. Div.
Chemical section - passed
away on Dec. 3, 1993. He was
always very proud that he was
in the 9th Division.
He was sick a long time, and I
know he is at peace and rest
now. But I miss him terribly.
Hope you and Marie are well
and hope your New Year will be
happy and healthy.
Sincerely
Jean Hopkins
39th Inf. Co. E
WILLY "SNUFFY" GOLDSMITH
7848 Maynard Ave.
West Hills, Ca. 91304
I am sorry to have to inform
you that my very good friend
and army buddy Leslie Ponay
passed away on November 26,
1993. Les was a member of the
60th Regiment's Headquarters
Company. I am sure his army
buddies will miss him as much
as his wife Penny, and his
daughter Robin and his 2 grandchildren.
Co. B 15th Engrs.
TONY MADONNA
40 Orient St.
Worcester, MA 01604
I received some sad news.
Barney Angel passed away Oct.
25. Barney was Platoon Sgt. of
the First Platoon of B Co. 15th
Engrs. Barney entered the service from Rhode Island and
landed at Ft. Bragg Feb. 22, 1942
and was discharged in 1945
after serving in all eight campaigns. Enclosed a check to the
Memorial Fund in his honor.
Dear Mr. Quinn:
I am writing you this note to
let you know that my father,
Anthony J. Carmeci Sr. passed
away on November 12th after a
short bout with cancer.
Knowing he enjoyed the
Association and the conventions a great deal, I feel this
would be the best communication.
He spoke of so many - in
particular Artie Clark, George
Cappabianco and
Benny
Murrell.
Thank you all for being part
of my father's life and we wish
all his comrades a Healthy
Happy 1994.
Very truly yours,
Anthony J. Carmeci Jr.
24 Milton Rd.
Forestburgh, N.Y. 12777

Seeking
I am trying to locate a front
line medic by the name of
Sawyer. I believe he was a
Sergeant. He served with the
machine gun section led by Lt.
John A. Hill, an officer in H
Company. I believe Sgt. Sawyer
joined the company in England
and survived the war.
I had the privilege of the fellowship of this very brave and
extremely kind gentlemen during the war. If anyone in the
medical unit or in H Company
can help me locate him, I would
be grateful. It was my understanding that he lived "in the
valley of Texas." I am assuming
that to be the Harlingen area.
All correspondence will be
appreciated and will receive a
reply.
47th Inf. H Co.
W. M. LYNCH
415 East Main Street
Richardson, Tx. 75081

Taps Sounded
Yes, a note of sadness does
filter in,
When I closely scan names
of him and him.
I read these names, many
. new to me,
But in my mind so plain to
see
Are countless deeds of
bravery
With thoughts of home and
loved ones, too,
G.!.'s did what they had to
do,
Despite unseeming odds, no
need for fame.
Knowing the struggle involved was not a game.
On they went to crush the
foe.
'Twas a fight for loved ones,
they did know.
Whether then or now, 'tis a
price that's paid
For a wor/diull of peace, for
which they prayed.
Joe Rappazini

Fred Schacor
Servo Co 39th
Anthony Manzolilla
Cannon Co. 47th
Alex DeNaro
Btry A 60th F.A.
James Myers
Btry A 60th F.A.
James Gamer
L & Hq. Co. 47th
Anthony Carmeci
M39th
Barney Angell
B Co. 15th Engrs.
Charles Streetzel
M Co. 60th Inf
Preston Gordon
Co. E & G Co. 39th
Lloyd Roberts
Zigmund Pazyra
9th Signal
Adam Kniph
9th Signal
Harry Chase
Harold Leist
Lesley Ronay
60th Inf
George Capobianco
39th
Irene Tapp
Wife of Everett Tapp
Elias ''Happy'' Hopkins
60th Inf & Div. Hqs.
Col George Pickett
G4 Div. Hqs.
Fred A. Abben
47th tnf
Edna Little
Wife ofEd M Co. 47th
With deep r('mors(' we ann:lUnce the passing of th('s('
friends and comrades.
May they rest in peace.
To their loved ones we extend 8ur deepest sympathy.
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SEEKING
Raymond Fary
8254 Madison Ave.
Munster, In. 46321
Arthur C. Clark
Anthony Campo
Albert P. Irene
Alfred J. Janoski
Frank J. Markland
John Stewart
Dear WWll Veteran; Received
your names and addresses from
Henry "Red" Phillips. I'm trying
to locate anyone who served
with Company M, 39th Infantry
Regiment 9th Infantry Division
during I June 1944 thru 19 July
1944.
I'm trying to find someone
who might have known an
enlisted man by the name of
Leno J. Silvani. He was killed in
action on the 19th July 1944.
Just during the past year [ made
a visit to the family of Leno
Silvani. They told me that they
never received a letter or any
visits from anyone explaining
the details of how or where he
was killed. The family is still
anxious in receiving this information.
If you know of anyone, other
than the named above, would
you forward this letter to them
or you can send me any
addresses that you may have
that served in M Company during June, July 1944. Also I would
like to receive the name and
address of your 9th Division
Historian.
Known Information:
Leno J. Silvani - Servo
#35551548
Home town: Sandusky, Ohio
Company M 39th [nf. Regt. 9th
Inf. Division
Killed 19 July 1944
Leno was assigned to the 9th
Div. sometime after 1 June 1944.
I thank you for your time.
Ray Fary
17th Inf. K Co.
THENICKUNS
6 Butler Place
Garden City, N.Y. 11530-4603
Tel. 516. 747-6092
Fax 516.747-7925
We have had a basically good
year. Just returned from a brief
trip to Cancun, Mexico where
we enjoyed the sand, sun, and
ocean.
We are both very busy George continues his practice of
Psychoanalytic Psychiatry and
other activities. Kate continues
interest in the American Friends
Service Committee.
We find great joy in the
growth of our children and
grandchildren.
We wish for all our dear
friends the joys' of the season Peace, Health, and Good Cheer.
You two do a great job for
"Ninth!"
With Deep Affection,
and Appreciation
George and Kate

TO "B" (47th) OR NOT TO "B"
[ hope everyone had a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New
Year. Also that everyone stays
healthy enough to make the trip
to Lake Placid next June. I heard
from Stan and Florence Adowski
and John Campagnone at
Christmas, and they hope very
much to make the trip to Lake
Placid. Please let me know if
you are coming and l'll put your
names in the next Octofoil.
Orion and Etsie Shockley sent
Christmas Greetings after finally
arriving home in Denver for a
rest. Here is their '93 Itinerary:
January: Arizona and Nevada;
February: Missouri; March:
Australia; April: Seattle and visitors from Australia; May: Hawaii
and Missouri; June: Seattle,
British Columbia and Alaska;
July: Alaska, Seattle and Alaska;
August:
Alaska,
Canada;
September: Missouri; October:
San Antonio, Texas, Virginia,
Georgia, Missouri, Oklahoma,
and Kansas; November: Denver,
Colorado; December: Denver.
Makes me tired just reading it.
Ellie and I second Etsie's effort
to have you cut down on your
work; we would like to have you
around for awhile longer. After
all, Ellie wants to get some of
your stories down on tape,
remember? They will not make
it to Lake Placid; their house in
Alaska won't be finished until
July.
Dennis Canedy, a faithful
Buddy, writes: "As long as I am
able to, I will represent "B"
Company at the Worcester
Memorial Mass. When I sit in
the church, [ often think of Sgt.
Hansen, one of Joe's Machine
Gun Section Leaders. When we
were in Monschau, the 1st
Platoon HQ was set up in a
school by the road going down
by the River to the Hydro plant.
Sgt. Hansen had machine guns
set up on the second floor windows, this was the front line.
Around Christmas, Hansen and
Lt. Slaughter and myself went
through the concertene wire,
and went down the road to an
empty house that had a piano in
it. Sgt. Hansen had his accordion and Lt. Slaughter played
the piano, and we had a lovely
time in no man's land. About six
weeks later, Sgt. Hansen was
killed in action. Please excuse a
. sentimental old fool, but certain
events leave a lasting impression on you." Thank you Dennis
for a touching recollection. That
is what [ would like everyone to
sent into me, then [ would not
have to write so much. So, keep
in touch please.
Joe Taubner
85 Smith Avenue
Bergenfield, NJ 07621
(201) 385-5280

William Kennington son of Eugene Co K 60th Inf sends this
photo of his dad's company taken a few days before the St Lo
Bombing (July 25, 1944). Shown in the photo (left to right
standing) Unknown, Cullie Linkinogger, Clement, James
Smith, Abraham Storm, Jaduaro, Sid Levine, Nick Bianculli,
Robert Oakley, Kneeling - Unknown, Thurston Haggert, OT
Smith, Unknown, Harold Juneman, Jacob Weinstein and
Eugene Kenninl!ton.

Michigan News

IlliNOIS CHAPTER
NEWSLEITER

COMPANY"F'
47TH INFANTRY

Here we are finding ourselves on the threshold of a new
By the time this appears in
We held our annual Holiday
year. A year that served us well
The Deloroil we will be well into
Party on Saturday, December 11
is gone and we look forward
1994. [t is difficult to believe
in the Grand Milwaukee Hotel in
with great expectations for
that fifty-three years have
Milwaukee. We selected that
good things to happen throughpassed since that day in 1941
location to relieve the Wisconout the world. Maybe 1994 will
that many of us youngsters met
sin members of a long trip this
be the year of world peace, the
at Fort Bragg to form one of the
year. Of course, it may have
cure for AIDS or other beneficial
most awesome fighting maalso deterred other members
happenings.
chines that would soon conbecause of the distance. John
In any event the Michigan
tribute to the defeat of one of
and Helen Clouser came in from
Chapter ended the year of 1993
the most powerful and ruthless
Michigan. The Carpenters,
by gathering in Frankenmuth,
regimes that this planet has
Gaertners and Grays were there
Mi. for the December Party/ever seen. I extend Season's
from Wisconsin and The AnderMeeting.
Greetings to those men still
sons, Baumans, Hellers, Irma
After a bountiful "Home Style"
standing after those many
Koskie, Paulis and Belmontes
chicken dinner it was time for a
years. And to the survivors of
were in from Illinois. The weathsmall business meeting.
those who fell by the wayside,
er was ideal for this time of the
The first order of business
both those who made the
year and it was a successful
was the installation of officers
supreme sacrifice in Africa,
party enjoyed by all. We had
for 1994.
Sicily, Europe, and those who
ample food and drinks furThe installation ceremony
died during the years after the
nished by all. We played our
was conducted by National
hostilities in Europe ceased,
White Elephant Game and the
President Edwin Wisniewski.
your men will always be in the
Carpenters were the lucky winFor 1994 he installed Leonard
minds and memories of those of
ners. Many interesting gifts
DeBell, President. Percy Hough
us who are left for as long as we
were exchanged. [t was a relax1st V.P., Floyd Hennessey 2nd
live. Never do two "F" Company
ful day.
V.P., Rodger E. Alsgaard,
men get together than are these
We are happy to report that
Secretary. Elmer Wagner,
honored names brought up lovMuriel Gray's surgery was sucTreasurer. Edwin Wisniewski,
ingly in the conversation. These
cessful and she was doing fairly
Adjutant. Barney Tobacc,
memories will always be
well. Grace Gaertner is also
Chaplain, and Billie Martin,
revered by those of us who
looking good after her recent
Historian.
have had the honor of serving
hospital stay. She and Howard
After the meeting our social
with these well loved comrades.
are doing great.
hour continued until 4:00 p.m.
At this time [ would like to wish
We also want to congratulate
At dismissal it was agreed to
the Season's Greetings to all of
Gordon and Marian Anderson
continue holding our meetings
you who still share the bounty
on the occasion of their 40th
at the 1:00 p.m. hour. We all had
of this great country of ours.
wedding anniversary. We wish
ample day light to find our way
We lost two great ones this
them many more years of
home. As often, at times too
year. I refer, of course, to Larry
health and happiness.
often, I must end on a sad note.
Ghere and Curt "Tex" Hoffler.
We are also happy to anOur beloved [rene Tapp has lost
We
will miss them dearly at our
nounce that our son, Michael,
the battle with cancer. She
future reunions. We hope their
was married the beginning of
passed away on Tuesday
lovely widows will join us occaDecember. All our children are
December 14th. Irene was a
sionally at future reunions.
now married and we are expectfaithful member of the associaing two more grandchildren
Our little family has a quiet
tion and will be missed by all.
from our daughters the early
Christmas at home. The week
Everett Tapp resides at 163
part of next year. The Belmonte
before Christmas, Mark and I
Meadow Circle, Ridgewood
family is growing.
spent four days in Louisville as
Meadows, Ellington, Fl. 34222.
the guest of an old "F" Company
Best wishes to all from the
We would also like to extend
warrior, Senior Judge Ed JohnMichigan Chapter. Roger E.
an invitation to the members to
stone of the Federal District of
Alsgaard Sec'y. Michigan
our Annual Wisconsin-Illinois
Western Kentucky. The good
Chapter.
Mini Re-union to be held in
judge generously invited Mark
Madison, Wisconsin on May 13
to sit in his chambers when he
and 14, 1994. We will hold it
learned that Mark was enrolled
NEW JERSEY CHAPTER
again at the Ramada Inn. The
in Rutgers Law School. It was a
rates are $45 single and $48.75
great learning experience for
Our chapter has been rather
double, plus tax. Reservations
Mark, and an enjoyable trip for
quiet for these past few months.
are to be made directly with the
me as [ enjoyed the sights of
Could this possibly be old age
Ramada Inn mentioning the 9th.
Louisville, especially a tour of
depleting our energy? I doubt it.
More information later or conthe Kentucky Derby Museum at
Perhaps a bit of lethargy. Well,
tact Gordon Anderson or Mike
Churchill Downs. I too was
we can correct that. [ had planCarpenter who will be in charge
spellbound in the good judge's
ned to make an arrangement for
again this year.
court. We don't realize the
another buffet/dance at the
We were happy to get all the
importance and power of a fedMoose Hall in Bound Brook, but
information in the last Octofoil
eral district court judge until we
that option has been taken
about next year's reunion. We
spend a few days with him at
away from us by the Moose
are looking forward to attending
his work. Let me assure you
National. I recently spoke with
in Lake Placid. We have many
that he is one judge who is not
Jack Finnigan about having our
happy memories of our last visit
only interested in the dispensnext buffet/dance at the VFW in
in 1984. [t will be another long
ing of justice, but he dispenses
Union. Their facilities are quite
drive but the good Lord willing,
it with compassion, and he has
nice, and the cost will be similar
we will be there.
the interest of the citizens of
to last year's cost. Also, it is just
Best wishes for a healthy and
our great country at heart at all
off the Garden State Parkway so
happy New Year to all our
times. [t is nice to know that
is easily accessible.
friends and fellow members of
people such as Ed Johnstone
I haven't received many dues
the association.
are in charge of our federal jusrenewals for 1994. Send me your
Mike and Ann Belmonte
tice system.
dues at 110 Hollywood Ave.,
1161 S. Lombard Ave.
I apologize to you good peoMetuchen, NJ 08840-2116 if you
Oak Park, II. 60304
ple for missing my first reunion
haven't already done so. They
in the past sixteen years or so. I
are still ten per year or twentyalready working on plans for
am
five dollars for three years.
Service Battery, 84th FA Bn
the 1994 reunion at Lake Placid.
Remember, you won't receive
FREDERICK TALARICO
Lucy and I will be in attendance
your Deloroil once your dues
503 Elm Street
and we will once again have a
are overdue. Make your checks
Pittsfield, MA 01201-6537
CP in conjunction with Bill
out to "NJ Chap., 9th Div.
[ am enclosing a check for
Mooty's "E" Company. Have a
Assoc." or anything close to
dues for 1994.
healthy 1994!
that.
I didn't make Worcester this
Ed Hoppie Hopkins
Some of you may have sugyear as we had something for
100 Hollywood
gestions for future programs,
that weekend.
Metuchen, NJ 08840
i.e., speakers, activities, etc.
Wishing you and Marie a
Send me your suggestions and
Merry Christmas and a Happy
we'll consider them and possiNew Year.
bly act upon them.
Wishing all the members of
I hope you all have enjoyed
division a happy holiday and a
the recent holidays and are
healthy one for the coming
looking forward to a healthy
year.
and happy 1994!
When was the last time you wrote a letter to our Mail Call
All the best to many of the
Column? Just a postal card would denote your interest
best!
and let some buddy know where you are. You like to read
Ed Hoppie Hopkins
what other members send in ... why not do your own part
1000 Hollywood Ave.
and write a few lines now and then for their enjoyment.
Metuchen, NJ 08840
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Florida Chapter Newsletter
ALL IS "GO" FOR 1994 CHAPTER MEETING ~ At a meeting of
the Florida Chapter Officers held on November 6, 1993, Bill
Fleming, Chairman, stated that the Jacksonville Marriott Hotel
will be the Headquarters for the Mini-Reunion scheduled for
Friday, April 22 and Saturday, April 23, 1994.
The Jacksonville Marriott boasts more than 8,500 sq. ft. of
meeting and banquet space. Their Grand Ballroom is over 6,000
sq. ft. and could accommodate 500 people at a banquet. This
space will be sub-divided to fit our needs. The Hospitality Room
will be well stocked with all kinds of drinks and snacks.
On Friday evening, April 22, plans call for the group to go to
CRAWDADDY'S RESTAURANT where they will enjoy one of the
area's finest prepared food. Scheduled for Saturday morning will
be the Men' and Women's Auxiliary Business Meetings followed
by some free time to enjoy the St. John's River, Shopping and
other features of the great City of Jacksonville. A banquet is
planned for Saturday evening. Chairman Fleming has engaged a
wonderful speaker for the ocassion.
The Jacksonville Marriott is located at 4670 Salisbury Road in
Jacksonville directly off 1-95 adjacent to the Southpoint Business
Park, Phone (904) 296-7561.
A detailed mailing which will include an Order Form for Hotel
Reservations, Meals and other functions will be mailed out to all
Florida Chapter Members 6 to 8 weeks prior to the actual date.
Detailed directions will be included.
These Mini-Reunions are a lot of fun. Come and enjoy the hospitality of its members. If you have never attended to anyone of
these gatherings, now is the time to come. We welcome members and their families of the National Organization to
attend ...should you find yourselves in Florida at the time. For
more information, and/or an order form, please contact
Chairman Bill Fleming, 7861 Praver Dr. West, Jacksonville, FL
32217 (904) 733-1877 or Emil De Donato, 3650 S. W. Mosswood
St. Dunnellon, FL 34431 (904) 489-4070.

NEW CHAPTER MEMBERS - It's amazing....after 50 years after
our war, we are still adding members to our roster. The following are new members who signed up this year.
John E. Ahern Pt. St. Lucie, FL; Felix Ottolini, Daytona Beach,
FL; Alfred M. Burrows, Boyton Beach, FL; Robert Hughes,
Louisville, KY; Albert M. Hodge, Savanah, GA and Alvin James,
Palmdale, CA.
Consult your Florida Chapter Roster for complete address or
contact Emil De Donato 3650 S. W. Mosswood St., Dunnellon, FL
34431.
NEW 9th DIV. ASSN ROSTER PROPOSED - At the 48th
Annual Reunion held in San Antonio, TX, David Heller, who
worked very hard preparing the Association's Membership
Directory, would like to know whether there is an interest from
the membership to up-date a new National Membership Roster.
It is estimated the cost for a copy to be $5.00 each. But for now
you can show your interest by writing to me. (Name & address
above)
CAP PROGRAM - We have a quantity of Blue & White also all
White with the 9th Division patch on the taps for sale. They
make a wonderful gift for husbands, brother-in-law, son-in-law,
grand children and friends. They are priced at $10.00 each
which covers the cost/postage/handling/shipping...and a few
dollars profit for our Chapter Treasury. To order: state quantity,
color wanted, include a check for the exact amount, (no credit
cards please) and send to Emil J. De Donato, 3650 S.W.
Mosswood St., Dunnellon, FL 34431 (904) 489-4070.
IMMEMORIAM
We mourn the passing away of the following Florida Chapter
Members Comrades. May their souls rest in peace, Amen.
Chas Ayers - January 1992. His daughter, Robin Ayers Truba,
reported that her father died of a heart attack.
David E. Mc Loughlin - date unknown. Notice was in the
Mar/April issue of the OCTOFOIL.
Evertt Hammond - May 7, 1993. Chiefland, Fl.
George Furber - date unknown. Lived in Miami, FL.
Fred Schacor - October 26, 1993. Fred suffered a heart attack
while returning from a visit to his daughter's family in California.
Fred is survived by his wife Lotti.
Harry Chase - October 27, 1993. Harry was ill for quite some
time. He was a kind and generous person. He is survived by his
wife Lindelle.
Anthony Manzolilla - October 28, 1993. "Tony" passed away
after a short illness. He will be remembered by his witty stories
told in the Hospitality Room. Wife-Josephine.
Charles Streetzel, Sr. - November 11,1993. Chas was sick for a
long time. He is survived by his wife Julia Ann.
FLORIDA CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP ROSTER - An up-dated
roster of the one printed in 1991 is being worked on and should
be ready in time for the Spring Chapter Meeting. Anyone wishing
a copy of the December 1991 roster write to me, Emil De Donato,
and include a self-addressed stamped envelope. Thanks.
Emile J. De Donato
P.R. Officer FI. Chapt.
Ninth Infantry Division Association
Not sponsoring
50th Anniversary Trips
. The association has received many inquiries regarding the artIcle that appeared in the last issue of the Octofoil on the 50th Anniversary Trips to Tunisia in 1993 and Normandy in 1994. A
member of the association evidently contacted Galaxy Tours,
997 Old Eag~e School Road, Suite 207, Post Box 234, Wayne, Pa,
19087 and thIS travel agency submitted proposals for such trips.
The trips are strictly by the individuals if they so wish but the
Association is not responsible in any way for the actions of
Ga~axy Tours.

WHAT IS THERE
ABOUT WAR?
It is approaching 50 years
since we fought in World War II
in Europe, but we still talk
about it - especially when we
get together with other veterans
of that war. I personally have
met with a dozen or more of my
'combat buddies three times
and I still look forward to seeing
them again and I know we will
hash over those same combat
experiences.
What is there about war tRat
makes it a perpetual conversation until our dying days? For a
while, I thought it was just me,
but I no longer believe that to
be true. I doesn't take much to
get a veteran started about his
war experience.
In retrospect, my great grandfather was over 80 years of age
when I have any recollection
about him. He was a veteran of
the Civil War having fought with
the 8th Iowa Infantry. He would
tell about being under fire thirteen times. He also told about
hiding behind trees to avoid
rifle fire. As a very small boy, I
was impressed.
It had to have been 60 years
or more since he had been in
battle, but he still talked about
it. He also still maintained his
patriotic enthusiasm. I was
reminded recently how grandpa
would get out the flags on sticks
and all three of us-he, my brother and 1- would march around in
the house while he sang civil
war songs.
As a young boy, I also recall
hearing family friends tell of
their experience in World War I.
One, who had not been in combat, recounted a close call on
the rifle range implying all the
danger of a full scale attack.
It is really true that war is
hell. It must have been even
worse when, in the Civil War,
they lined up in long rows and
marched straight into enemy
fire. Of course, we had some
exciting times in World War II
sweating out those 88 shells.
Russell Weigley in his HISTORY
OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY.
1. points out that by 1945, fortyseven Infantry Regiments in
nineteen divisions had suffered
from 100 to 200 per cent casualties.
James Jones', in his book W W
II 2. says: "Physiologically, we
are so constructed that it is
impossible to remember pain.
We can remember the experience of having had pain, but
cannot recall the pain itself. In
the same way, our psychic
memory is constantly at work
winnowing out the bad and the
unpleasant from our remembered experience, to leave and
file away only the good parts
and the pleasant. - - -Thus, we
old' men can, in all good conscience, sit over our beers at
the American Legion on Friday
nights and recall with affection
moments of terror thirty years
before."
It is an established fact that
wars are fought by young men
and young men have not had a
lifetime of experience to temper
their combat. Those who survive are so grateful and they are
forever soul searching for the
reason- Why Me? The challenge
of competitive sports is the
closest thing that most young
men have to combat and sports
are not a life and death matter.
So here I am again looking
forward to a visit with a dozen
or so of those men I knew in
1944 and 1945 in Germany. We'll
talk about those friends we lost
and how we lost them. We'll
relive those days when our
future was dependent upon our
acquired skill and luck and, as
we look back, we'll wonder how
we did it.

New York Area Report·
November Report
The NY Area Chapter met at the Masonic Hall, 71 W 23rd St.,
NYC on Friday, November 15, 1993 at 7:30 p.m. President Tony
Varone opened the meeting with the flag Pledgt.; 0' Allegiance
followed by resident chaplain George Apar's convocation.
Since Secretary Art Schmidt was in the hospital recovering
from a broken leg Mary Levy continued to substitute as recording secretary. Treasurer Charlie Vandermark read correspondence from absent and distant members: Al Baccile, Al Lipton,
Jerry Pasano, Minervio Sargis, E.A. Mulready, Mike Gatto,
George Brun, Lou Almassy (to Bill Klaus) and Mrs. Jerry Dietrich
(Henry, deceased).
Adolph Wadalavage reported that he had visited AI Seely at
the VA Extended Care Center in St. Albans, Queens and found AI,
who has Alzheimers, completely unresponsive. Art Schmidt was
also visited by a number of members and was reported recovering nicely (but all were advised not to bring Art any food).
The nominating committee proposed moving up the slate of
officers one chair for 1994 and adding the 2nd Vice President
nominated from the floor. Marty Gross was nominated by the
members and he accepted. Nominations were then closed. The
December report will have the results of the election. The
December meeting which will include the annual Christmas 5050 raffle fund raiser and dinner was discussed and finalized.
Meeting was adjourned and refreshments were provided by
Tony DeRobertis and Al Zenka.
Members attending, not mentioned above: Bill Canales, Anton
Dietrich, Vincent Guglielmino, Jack Holuboff, Bill Klaus, Emil
Langer, Charlie liBretto, AI Lipton, Dan Quinn, and Hermino
Suarez.
December Report
The December 17, 1993 meeting of the NY Area Chapter was
again held at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m. The meeting was
shortened to accommodate the following Christmas dinner.
After the opening traditional ceremony the main order of business began with the Treasurer's report by Charlie Vandermark
and reading of the previous minutes by substituting secretary
Mary Levy. Correspondence was read to the assembled from:
George Grossman, Mrs.Ernistine Burke (John, deceased), Joe
Donovan, John Kovacs, Matt McCormack and Mrs. Helen Seely
(AI, hospitalized).
Visiting National member Aaron Lubin stated that Mrs. Lubin
was heading up a 50th Anniversary of the Battle of Normandy
exhibit at the Queens, NY main branch library in May and June
1994. Aaron made an appeal for members to donate souvenirs
and memorabilia for the 9th Inf Div representation.
Marty Gross stated that he was contacted by the Concord
Resort Hotel indicating interest in hosting a 9th national reunion
in the future since we all had a great time at the mini get-together last June at the world-famous Catskill resort.
HereNthere
Good news! Secretary Art Schmidt was released from the hospital on December 3 and is at home moving about on crutches
and a wheel chair. Hope to see you soon at your secretarial
chair Art.
Adolph Wadalavage reported that the Veterans Long Time
Care Facility in St. Albans, Queen was now opened.
Dan Quinn also stated that Lou Almassy who was now living
in Whiting, N.J. would like to hear from 9th members. His tel.
number is: 908-847-1744.
Elections Held
Election of 1994 NY Area Chapter officers was held by acclamation. The new officers are: President Al Zenka; 1st VP Charlie
liBretto; 2nd VP Marty Gross; Secretary Arthur R. Schmidt; and
Treasurer Charlie Vandermark. The NY Board of Governors
elected are: 39th Hermino Suarez; 47th Dan Quinn; 60th Charlie
liBretto; Arty Al Lipton; Special Troops Adolph Wadalavage
and Sgt. of Arms Tony DeRobertis. Good luck to the elected and
hope for a successful administration in 1994.
Fund Raiser
The last order of business was the 50-50 raffle draWing and
the winners are: 1st Prize $150 Bill Klaus; 2nd prize $75 J.
O'Reilly; 3rd prize $50 Aaron Lubin; and 4th Prize $25 Joe
Rzesniowicki. $5 prize winners are Al Lubrano, Joseph Benzoni,
Charlie liBretto and M. Bunda. Congratulations to all winners
and thanks to all participants in our NY Chapter fund raiser.
Christmas Dinner
Meeting was adjourned at 8:30 p.m. and members retired to
the Square and Compass Restaurant for our Christmas dinner.
We all enjoyed ourselves and went home around 10:30 p.m.
Wishing each other a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year the same NY Area Chapter wishes for 9th men and families
everywhere.
Attending members not mentioned above: George Apar, Bill
Canales, Tony DeRobertis, Anton Dietrich, Vincent Guglielmino,
Jack Holuboff, Emil Langer, Charlie liBretto, Harry Polche, Tony
Varone, Hermino Suarez and Al Zenka.
NY Area Chapter reminder for 1994 members. If you have not
done so, please send in your dues: $10 per year, $25 for 3 years
and $75 Life Membership. Make check payable to "Greater NY
Chapter, 9th Inf Div Ass'n, Inc." Send to Treasurer Charles
Vandermark, 38 Miller Avenue, Floral Park, NY 11001-3325. (Tel
516-352-7360)
Mary Levy
A lot has happened since, but
Co A 60th Infantry
it won't change what we remem2044 Ellen Drive
.Merrick, NY 11566
ber of our war experience and
we will be talking about it into
the wee hours of the morning.
39th Inf. I Co.
DON LAVENDER
2913 49th St.
Des Moines, IA 50310

Reunion 1994
Lake Placid
June 9, 10, II
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Ken Hill, Midland, Tx sends this photo taken near the closi~g
days of the War when the 39th had crossed the Autobahn m
the Remagan Bridgehead area. The group picture is of the
Second Battalion, 39th company commanders and the battalion commander. They are, left to right: Lt. Ray P. Firestone, F
Co; Capt. Preston O. Gordon, G Co; Lt. Col. Frank Gunn, Capt.
George Pedrick, Hq Co; Capt. Albert Geist, H Co; Capt.
Kenneth W. Hill, E Co. Colonel Gunn is the B G who spoke at
our memorial service last year at Ft. Bragg.
IN MEMORIAL
Although Preston Gordon, as
Some time later in the fall,
far as I know, never joined the
Capt. Gordon returned to the
Ninth Division Association,
2nd Bn. I'm not sure what job it
there are many members who
was, I think plans and Training
would be interested in hearing
(5-3). I had a few visits from him
of his passing. He died of cancer
in the lines while he was in that
on June 7, 1990 in Magee,
position and then, I believe durMississippi. He fought with
ing the battle of the bulge. G Co
Companies E, G, and 2nd Bn Hq
lost Capt. Roth and Gordon was
Co of the 39th.
given command of G Co. So, I
"Red" Phillips, in researching
was shoulder to shoulder with
for his book on the Sejenaine
Gordon from then until the end.
battles, had located Gordon's
We were both transferred to the
address and was informed by
65th Division before we were
Mrs. Gordon of Preston's death.
sent home. I last saw him in
Red passed this information
Linz, Austria.
along to Ray Nichols, who was
I am enclosing some pictures
Gordon's runner, and mine,
that you may wish to run in the
through many a battle. Ray
next issue of the Octofoil. They
Nichols in turn passed it on to
were taken at Wind hagen in the
me.
Remagen bridgehead a couple
I joined the division as a
days after we had crossed the
replacement "shavetail" two
Autobahn. One is of Preston
days after the fall of Bizerte in
Gordon alone and one is of he
Tunisia in May, 1943. Preston
and I posing with a dud shell
Gordon at the time was Exec
(maybe nebelwerfer?). In the
Officer of E Co 39th. Russell
group picture, left to right, is:
Snelling was C.O. of E and I got
Lt. Ray P. Firestone, e.0. F Co,
the First Platoon which had as
Capt Preston O. Gordon, C.O.
platoon sergeant one John
Co G, Lt. Col. Frank Gunn e.0.
Shinney.
2nd Bn (Retired Brig. Gen. who
Sometime after our landing in
spoke at last year memorial serSicily, Russell Snelling was
vice at Ft. Bragg), Capt. George
transferred to Division HeadPedrick C. O. 2nd Bn Hq Co.,
quarters and from that point in
Capt. Albert C. Geist e.0. Co H,
time, Gordon was the C.O. of E
and myself, Capt. Kenneth W.
Co. He was my captain through
Hill e.O. Co E.
Sicily, the tedious training in
Every chance I've had since
England and in Normandy up to
returni~g home I have inquired
Cherbourg where I was woundfor the whereabouts of P.O. Gored on June 24, 1944.
don. Snuffy Goldsmith told me
When I returned to E Co on
about running across him in
Sept 12 in Vervier, Belgium, 10
New York when he was a major.
and behold, Capt. Gordon was
He remained in the service and
still there heading the company,
retired as a Lt. Col after 24
although he too had been away
years, seven months and seven
with a wound but returned
days. Seven years and ni.ne
before me.
months of that was in foreign
Not many days after that,
service.
Gordon received chest wounds
I had the greatest respect for
from mortar fragments in taking
Captain Gordon. I have no
a hill near the town of
doubt that all the Gis that knew
Lammersdorf, which was situathim would join me in my
ed on the line of dragons teeth
appraisal that he was an outin the Siefgred Line. The next
standing combat company comday his Exec Officer, Lt.
mander. He also was a good
Brandenburg, was wounded and
taskmaster; I certainly knew
I took the company until Capt.
that I had a boss! I was very disCurry arrived. About a week
appointed that I was unabl~ to
later he was wounded and I
locate him while he was alive.
again took the company until
You establish a bond in the
Capt. Sanderson arrived.
kinds of situations we all went
Sanderson was wounded a
through that no one who has
short time later in the approach
not been there can understand.
to Germeter in the Huertgen
The enclosed check to the
Forest. This was about October
memorial fund is contributed in
IS, a month and three days
memory of Lt. Colonel Preston
since I had returned to the comO. Gordon (retired) of Magee
pany. I hau the company from
Miss.
then until we reached the Elbe
River.

A Co 15th Eogrs.
Henry Santos
9811 N. Connechusett Rd.
Tampa, FL 33617
It's good to even feel like sitting to type a letter, it's been a
long time, practically ten
months.
1993 started out about like
any other year with plans to
attend our national reunion as most of you know we had to
cancel our reservations at the
last minute. January and
February went well as did
March till the last weekend
which was the spring meeting
for the Florida chapter - on
Saturday morning I knew I had
something in the line of a "bug."
The day didn't go too badly (I
think bottled spirits helped me
fight it) but Sunday morning the
"bug" brought out the heavy
artillery and all I wanted was to
get home and under bed covers.
About a week later I felt pretty
good for a day or so but it was
an on and off thing for about
five weeks.
Now we were starting to
make plans for the summer but
the ravages of winter plus accumulated undone chores had to
be addressed. Things were
going along well and mother's
day was a beautiful day but no
card, call nor visit from our son
JERRY who was probably on
his way to New York where he
took his own life putting and
end to any plans for a good
while.
By mid-June the healing had
begun and Eva and I were starting to accept the obvious fact
there seemed a faint hope,
maybe we can get away for a
couple of weeks when on 15
July I was stricken with my second stroke - that did it, now
it's one day at a time. I now
have about 50% of motion and
strength that I had before this
last stroke and the "smart
money" is also betting I wont'
quit tho at times I wonder.
Eva and I want to express A
GREAT BIG THANK YOU for all
the sympathy cards and Mass
cards for Jerry and phone calls
and get well cards for me, this
NINTH DIVISION FAMILY of
our's is REALLY SOMETHING
ELSE. Oh!! I was discharged
from the hospital on 8 August
but am still going for therapy
twice a week.
FLORIDA CHAPTER
Gets a second serving of the
"GREAT BIG THANK YOU, YOU
really overwhelmed us. BUT
PLEASE let it be known that we
have a new slate of officers and
Henry Santos is not on that
slate. For all general purposes
please contact our new PUBUC
RELA TlONS OFFICER, EMIL
De DONATO who asks that
Florida chapter members send
new etc. to him which in turn
will be sent to the OCTOFOIL
for publication. Thanks again
gang, you're a great "bunch."
********rilow, let's pray that
1994 will be a bit kinder.

~X::~~>
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Walt Quigley and Jim Myers are shown in Lake Elsinore, Calif.
when Jim visited Walt this past year. They were both from the
60th FA Bty A and have kept in touch with each other since
the war years. Jim passed away shortly after this picture was
taken. Story in Mail Call.

9th M.P.
PRESTON STILLINGS
9806 Pleasant Rd.
Daphne, AI. 36526
I had surgery in September
and my wife in October. My wife
had eye surgery, but mine was
on the other end. I was grounded for a month. I feel fine now
but at seventy-nine the old energy has run out.
I read a lot, mostly fiction. I
k a b ou t my thl'rty two
111
months in the army and all the
friends I m~de there. I am glad
the Texas tnp was a success.
th

.'::.

M COMPANY (47TH) CHRONICLER
Dear Compadres:
According to a report from Columbus GA, "Big Bill" Horan is
becoming more adept with his walker every day and thinking of
trying out for the Special Olympics. Hang in there trooper!
It made ''Taps'' in the last Octofoil but I did not learn of Lou
Schneider's death in time to take note in my last column. Lou
joined M somewhere along the line in Europe. I recall he was
leading the 1st Platoon at the end of the war. He had picked up a
guitar and had a good voice, playing along with Dick Skapic at
the piano in the Ingolstadt Red Cross club. Lou had many health
problems as the years passed but we saw him and Ruth at several of the Reunions. Always a smile. A tip of the old steel pot to
him.
I had lunch with Dick Skapic in San Francisco recently - a
great talent laid low by Alzheimers. After the war Dick organized
one of those big swing bands back in Ohio. He was on the road a
lot doing gigs at the colleges throughout the Middle States. Then
the steam went out of swing about the time the Korean War
started and Uncle Sam took up his reserve commission option.
He returned to the Army to become a Chinese linguist and allround "spook," retiring finally as a Lt. Col. Dick returned to his
music then and did OK until his illness. Now, he's having a hell
of a time getting any attention from the VA. It's a struggle for his
dear wife.
Christmas cards have started to come in. "Tex" Tibbetts
writes, "my wife Dorothy passed away this last July. ?~tting ~y
is kind of hard but I will make it." Ben Kovacs says, It shot m
sunny Florida." Joe Kscenaitis reminds us that "Next year's
Reunion will be in my back yard," and Conda Knee hopes to see
me at Lake Placid.
Sedjenane has sparked some corresponden~e Wit~ M
Company's "literati," including Joe Kearns who is makmg seno~s
plans for June 9-10-11 next year at Lake Placid, and Johnny DaVIS
who notes: "I cherish the companionship of the members of M
Company which has so greatly rewarded my life." Well put,
John.
.
Bob Story wrote from Montana that winter has closed hIm
down to getting over to the high school occasionally to check
out the girls basketball team and that's about a.lI. And he's so
near to all that great ice fishing out on Lake Kahspel. I wonder
why the old coot prefers basketball??
.
Well on that cold note I'm going to close except to remmd
one and all that June 9-10-11 and Lake Placid are right around
the corner. It's going to be a popular destination so don't delay
your bid for reservations. See you there amigos.
Oh, one more thing. There's a number of you M-ers w~~ were
humping it up and down the djebels in northern TUl1lsla and
who have not yet ordered one of those fine reminders of those
happy days. I've sold quite a few copies of Sedj~nan~ and had
many letters from customers satisfied that I told It as It was and
proVided answers to lingering questions. I've also had a ~umber
of letters from guys who now wish they had ordered copies of EI
Guettar while it was still available.
So, don't be left at the post, compadres. It would be a dandy
Christmas/Anniversary/Birthday gift to yourself. You deserve!
Paperback 176 pp. w/maps, photos & biog. index. Send $16.25
(inel. p & h) to address below.
Red Phillips
14002 Hemlock Dr.
Penn Valley. CA, 95946

O

D~adline for

Tony Guttilla Co M 60th lot, sends this pic taken in Ft. Bragg
'
Riddell,
(1941) _Top row:
It, to rt. G LaPIant, N'IC k O'Shea'W..
.
Geo Brum, Leo Komonchak. Bottom row Mario Orlandi, Nick
A uafredda, Anthon Guttilla and Robert Jarvis.
q

next issue of the Octofoil-Feb 20th

THIOCTOFOll
60th Inf
RONALD M. A. HIRST
Mathildenstrasse 4
D-65189 WIESBADEN
Tel. (0611) 561856
Cher ami! Chere amie! (that to
include the WW II Ninth AF
friends) Christmas 1993.
My work to revise my previously published, "A GUIDE TO
THE NINTH AIR FORCE NORMANDY AIR PATCHES (JuneSeptember 1944)," is drawing to
an end. My research is not complete BUT I have stopped. My
revision will include some additions. Mainly from the flight
nurses, the reconnaissance and
weather people, the air defense
story, and a few other lesser
known in the annals of Ninth Air
Force's history.
It will also include the results
of three Normans who have
over the years not only excavate (creuser) WW 11 Allied aircraft but also at times recover
remains of Allied airmen listed
as missing in action over the
past 50 years. Several families
will be eternally indebted to
these men. To facilitate their
work in that vein we now have a
firm working contact with US
military mortuary (morgue) in
Europe.
Then too, the indefatigable
(infatigable) mayors who make
up
the membership of
Association Franco-Americaine
des Aerodromes Normands de
la Neuvieme Air-Force. Their
President has assured the Ninth
Air Force Association that a
monument will be in place in
June 1994 on each of the 26
advanced landing grounds and
one emergency landing strip
constructed by Ninth Air Force
engineers in Normandy following the June 1944 invasion. We
are pleased to know that such a
BINIVILLE, CRICQUEVILLE and
BOLLEVILLE will not be forgotten.
And to all of these accomplishments each recipient of
our Christmas greetings contributed. In the written word for
inclusion in my GUIDE. In manual labour in the erection of the
memorials. In sweat, and I'm
sure a few tears, in the excavations. In the patience extended
in my persistent correspondence, which brought the fruitful (informative) replies. Even
to the few who had reservations
of my effort, thinking I would
impinge (empieter) on their
research. Forty years on the
job, I feel confident I know my
provenance.
To you all, Inge and I send
our heartfelt Christmas greetings. We would pray that when
Ronald M.A. and his son come
to Normandy next June, they'll
have the privilege (again) of
meeting each and everyone of
you - even if just for a fleeting
moment. We know (NOW) there
will possibly be more people in
Normandy next June than there
were TOTAL friend and foe in
1944. Either way, we look forward to your coming. Take care
of one another. If we forgot to
mention anyone, we apologize.
Enjoy yourselves over les
fetes de Noel and may 1994 fulfill your wishes and prayers.
Ronald MacArthur, Ingeborg
and Ronald Paul HIRST
(P.S. If you've forgotten something, now is the time to write
me!)
47th Inf. 8 Co.
WARREN ROBINSON
213 Hampton St.
Bridgeton, N.J. 08302
I always read the Co. B 47th
Regiment news, and I see where
you are always asking for us
veterans to drop a line. I'm one
of the later "B" Co. veterans. I

15th Engs.
RICHARD C. McGRATH
2856 West 85th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60652
Thanks to the Texas Chapter
for all their hard work in putting
together a successful 48th annual 9th Inf. Div. Assn. reunion.
The accommodations were
good for such a large gathering,
est. 550. San Antonio was a
good choice with its attractive
river tour. One of the best deals
was having that Frisco type bus
at the frortt door every twenty
minutes to take the, "Old
Reliables" around the city. Good
idea for any reunion, beats
using a car. The courtesy of the
bus drivers was an eye opener
for a city guy which is used to
surly people, more or less,
telling you to not to bother
them. Good reunion and a big
job well done.
Sorry, that B Company had
only six enlisted men on the line
to answer the roll call.
Present were Pat DeColli,
Paul Lisa, Bob Apel, Ernie
Mieka, Allie Ferrante, and Rich
McGrath.
The 15 Engineers Officers
Corp. was represented by Phil
Emmons, Ed Kurklewicz, Alex
Forrest, John Hoyt, and Bob
Hurst. Enclosed is picture of the
same groups.
From the scuttlebutt I have
heard we will (B Co.) be well
represented at next years reunion at Lake Placid. With
Ronnie Murphy, C Co. 15th Eng.,
in charge I am sure it will be one
of the best.
The downside of reunions is
the sad news that age and sickness has struck some more of
the buddies. Tom Boyle and
Henry Santos were unable to
attend. They are regular regulars.
Another downer was to hear
that Barney Anyell one of the
best sergeants any army ever
had passed away on October
25th. Enclosed is donation to
the Memorial Fund in his honor.
An upper at the reunion was
to see Holt Rast, but sorry he
wasn't able to stay for the banquet.
He looked formidable enough
to still take on football opponents or Hitlers supermen.
Enclosed is picture of Holt
with his pals.
Pass the word, we gather
once again at Lake Placid a
beautiful resort to reunite in the
hazy days of summer. I really
enjoyed that mountainous retreat where the olympics were
held, what year? If I remember
correctly the 39th reunion was
held in Lake Placid in 1984 with
a large group in attendance.
In closing I hope all the, "Old
Reliables" had a thankful Happy
Thanksgiving and I wish you all
a Merry Christmas and a
healthy New Year.

39th Inf. Reg. Hqs.
CHARLES SMALLEY
5247 Sashabaw Rd.
Clarkston, MI 48346
I have recently retired from
the City of Clarkston Police
Department after the past few
years. They needed a "young
Chief," so I am going to catch up
on my hunting and fishing. My
main source of income was 30
years with the U.S. Postal
Service. I left the Postal Service
in April 1980. I always worked
for the Village and now a "City
of Clarkston" as my second job
for over 30 years. On my retirement from the Postal Service, I
was given the job as their Chief
of Police.
And now the old soldier at 69
years of age is going to relax
and enjoy my wife of 48 years,
and our four grandchildren. I
would appreciate hearing from
myoid buddies from the 39th.
The years have passed on,
but I still wonder what Harry
Grant and the others are doing,
often wonder about Capt. Jake
Majors our C.O. I was very fortunate to have served with a company of good soldiers, and most
of all friends and buddies that I
shall never forget. Keep the
Octofoil going, you are doing an
excellent service to the people
who served.
47th Inf. F Co.
CHARLES ROCHELLE
6419 N C 86
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
I am sorry I am late in writing
for the last paper.
Enjoyed a 5-day in San
Antonio eating all of good spicy
food. It is possible this caused
my attack attack two weeks
after I came home. I am doing
good now. I had (4) quadruplic
bypass. Hope to see all of F Co.
men in NY if I can make it on
those dates. Hope you can read
this. I enjoy the Octofoil. Read
from cover to cover. Let's hear
from other F Co. men.
60th Info E. Co.
JOSEPH BLACK
175 S. Anza 513
EI Cajon, CA 92020
. I went into service
May 1~44 - I joined E Co. 60th
Int. Dec. 29th, 1944 in the
Ardanel. I remember the town
of Eupen. I have now joined the
9th Association. I continued
with the Ninth until the end of
the war. I'm hoping and praying
my comrades that might
remember me are alive and
well. I can't remember names. I
have forgotten them. I was
wounded on March 9th, 1945 in
the afternoon, we were at some
kind of a power station, there
was a building and there was a
bed in the basement. They put
me in bed and our medic took
care of my wounds, later that
night I left for a hospital. Does
anyone remember me? Please
write.

A couple of "Ol~ Timer:'" from the 15th Engineers relaxing at
the San AntoDio reuDion. Left to right: Alex Forrest, Phil
Emmons and Holt Rast.
joined the outfit at the Rhine
River and fought to the Elbe, it
was a hard fought battle at the
Remagen Bridge. f haven't read
any news from the boys I knew,
so I thought I'd drop a line.

Remember
Lake Placid
1994

39th Inf. Co. D
EARL DUNCAN
802 Williamsburgh Village
Jackson, TN 38305
Been a while since my last letter, since then I have moved. So
I need to send in my new
address, and my membership
dues for another three years.
I would like to say since my
last letter, one of myoid and
very good comrade, (Bill Clark)
surprised me by writing to me,
and reminding me of the time
he got shot in the leg and he
says that I did fix him up real
good. He made me feel so good,
and so very (Proud) to have
served as a med. aid man.
I treated so many it is very
hard to remember them all, if
there is any other comrade out
there that might remember me
treating their wounds, it would
make me very happy to hear
from them although I was with
CO D. machine guns, I did also
treat lots of comrades from so
many rifle platoons and rifle
also tank; that was attached to·
rille Co's. I can remember some
special times, when I had to
treat a comrade that was
wounded, like the comrade I
treated while we were fighting
in the Hurtgan Forrest, a tree
burst got both of his legs. After
what seemed like hours the litter squad finally got to him. I
have always remembers times
like that and if the comrade
made it ok and lived through it.
I' m sorry that I missed the
reunion, but my wife's mother is
very old and very sick. We were
afraid to go and leave her; not
doing very much now. Still in
good health. thanks to God. I
am a very active member in our
V.F.W. Post here, Post 1848Jackson. My very best wishes to
all of the (staff) of the Octofoil,
and to all the 9th Div.
Comrades.
60th Inf.
JAMES CANADA
PO Box 434
Shannon, GA 30172
Here are my dues for the next
year. Thought I better send it
While [ was think about it. I
don't remember as good as I
once did.
I haven't seen any of my buddies names in the Octofoil. I
don't know what has happened
to all of them. [ haven't been
able to attend any of the
reunions but I have read about
them in the Octofoi!. I read
everything in it when I get it.
Will close for now. You and
your wife and family have a
Happy Christmas and a good
New Year. Keep up the good
work.
39th Inf. M Co.
ARTHUR CLARK
29th Baytree C.
Boynton Beach, FL 33462
Thought you might find
enclosed letter of some interest.
I don't recall anyone by that
name. (Leno J. Silvani). He may
even had been in my platoon.
His time with us was of such
a short duration, he didn't have
time to make a real impression
on anyone's memory.
Sorry to hear about Hugh Lee.
[ first met Hugh on the trip to
Europe in 1970, and enjoyed his
company on several reunions.
Stay well and give my regards
to Marie.
84th F.A.
SAL SAPIENZA
18 Cassata Ct.
W. Babylon, N.Y. 11704
I'm writing to let you know
that we moved. I enjoy receiving
the Octofoil. I hope all is well
with the guys from the 84th.
Hope to hear from some of you
guys.
My very best.

60th Inf. Serv. Co.
GEORGE GROSSMAN
374 Country Club Ln.
Pomona, NY 10970
On Friday, November 16th, I
received a call from Penny
Ronay. Lee's wife. She informed
me that he passed away at 4:36
that morning as a result of cancer. This letter is being written
at Penny's request.
I met Les in Fort Bragg in
1942 and we became fast
friends. My wife Edith met them
both after the war, and the
friendship blossomed. At that
time they were liVing in
Yonkers, NY. They subsequently moved out to the west, finally
settling in Woodland Hills, CA.
In spite of the distance our
friendship did not wane and we
managed to meet at the annual
conventions six years ago. We
flew out to California on a sight
seeing trip (which was also our
45th Anniversary) and Lee &
Penny helped us celebrate the
occasion.
We were very fortunate to be
together this past October at
the San Antonio convention.
None of us knew that time was
running out and it was such a
wonderful reunion. Edith and [
have great memories of Les and
we <.e so grateful we had this
short time together.
I believe Les was with the 3rd
Battalions Medics, 60th Inf. with
the rank of Sgt. Les joined the
reserves after his discharge and
retired with the rank of Major.
Les leaves his wife Penny a
daughter, Robin and two granddaughters. He was a devoted
husband, father and grandfather.
I could go on and on; suffice
to say that Edith and I feel privileged to have been able to
count him as a friend.
May he rest in peace I
84th FA
.
CLAUDE BALL
611 Willow Oak
California. MD 20619
Here are my 9th Div.
Association dues for 1994.
I was at the 1993 reunion in
San Antonio, TX. I happen to be
a native son of San Antonio. I
served with the 2nd Infantry
Div. from July 13, 1935 until
Aug. 1940.
When I joined the 9th Int. Div.
as a member of the 84th F.A.
Bn., at Ft. Bragg, N.C. I later
went to O.C.S. at Ft. Wood, TXwent overseas as a replacement
officer and was subsequently
assigned to the 3rd Arm'd
Division and the 703 T.D. Bn. I
am a member of the 3rd
Armored Div. Assn. and attend
their reunions as well. I had a
hand in training some of the 1st
Contingents of draftees that
entered then - once the draft
was enacted in 1940. Many were
volunteers - hoping to serve
only two years and then go
home. but the Japanese attack
changed all that - and they
were IN for the duration. So I
feel a certain attachment to my
unit the 84th F.A. Bn., even
though I never served with
them in combat. I made many
good friends in my two years
there. I was a young Cpl. and
Sgt. and was very proud to have
been a part of the Division's historic past.
Lots of Good Luck - and
Best Wishes - I'll see you at the
next reunion.
47th Med. Det.
NATE GAYNOR
1004 Gabel St.
Silver Springs, Md. 20901
Enclosed check for dues
along with my thanks to you for
keeping me in touch with my
old buddies via The Octafoi!.
Best health to you and yours
and to all members of the
Association.

IIlB l'. (S 4\ It. ~

B Co. 60th Inf.
STEPHEN URBANYI
47th Inf. M Co.
1085 Easterbrook Dr.
WILLIAM HORAN
Perrysburg, OH 43551
386 Victoria Dr.
I am sending along a check
Columbus, GA 31907
for another three years memI would like to thank all the
bership. I missed the last coumembers of the 3rd Bn. 47th Inf.
ple reunions, there were reaand especially M Co. 47th who
sons, but no excuses.
sent me consolations while I
Some of the men who surwas in the hospital. Their cards
vived WWII and were members
and telephone calls were the
of "B" company 60th known to
best medicine I received.
me are listed in no particular
Thanks guys.
,
order, Nick Cieri, John Lammie,
Enclosed please find check
George Bartley, Ray Konkol;
for Memorial Fund in Memory of
there are one or two others who Louis C. Schnieder, M Co. Lou
I sometimes hear about but joined M. Co at Schevenhutte
nothing positive. If any others
and led the 1st Platoon.
are out there how about a line
I am sorry I missed the trip to
to the Octofoil.
Tunisia and especially the
All the best.
reunion at San Antonio. According to reports everyone
34th F.A.
had an enjoyable time. See you
LESLIE DAlL
in 1994.
11400 Sally Rd.
Dade City, FL 33525
Writing for three reasons. It's 47th Inf. M Co. & 3 Bn. Hqs.
time again for us snow birds to Co.
head south. So please change BEN KOVACS
my address so that I will not 84012 SE Skylark Ave.
Hobe Sound, FL 33455
miss a single issue. My new
Enclosed is check for three
address is: 1140 Sally Rd., Dade
years dues.
City, FL 33525.
All is well with us down here
Secondly, I do no know if anyin
Sunny Fla. It's the best place
one has notified that Jessie
Davis was buried on Oct. 17. to be for the winter, can't beat
Leon Birum and wife Alberta it.
I keep in touch with a few of
represented the 34th Field
Artillery. Jessie had never the boys. I talked to Lyle Kelly
in Wisconsin, says he is doing
missed a Mass at Worcester. He
good after a heart operation.
will be missed.
Missed the reunion in San
Thirdly as you probably
Antonio. Hope to make Lake
know, the 3rd, 4th and 5th of
Placid in 94.
June - 34th F.A. had a reunion
Cheers and all the best to all.
in Fayettesville, under the leadership of Leon Birum. We had
32 members plus Ed Sundan's 47th Inf K Co.
KENNETH L. KUNZ
son Eric. All had a great time
P.O. Box 24
and we were honored to have
New Douglas, Ill. 62074
Gen. W.e. Westmoreland our
I think my dues are about
former Bty. commander present
due. Would like to pay one year
and was thrilled with a short
and send me two 9th Div.
speech.
Decals. It is a long time since I
On July 2 Leslie Dail and
have written. I have been fortuJessie Davis presented Leon
nate to have good health so far.
Birum with a plaque for his
Am still working, but would like
leadership in getting this
to quit pretty soon. Enjoy the
reunion together.
Octofoil very much and read it
Received a card from Jack
from cover to cover as soon as I
Leon from the San Antonio
receive it. I keep in touch with
meeting said all had a great
Joe Killachy from Chicago. But
time. (Thank you for your serdon't hear from anybody else.
vice.)
Course that is my fault. I could
write too. Keep up the good
47th Merl. Det.
work with the Octofoi!. Thank
LOUIS A. SIEBEN
you very much.
68 Richard Street
Dover, New Jersey 07801
84th F.A. B. Btry
Hi!, Here's my dues for the SAM ROBINSON
next three years plus a little 400 Paradise Rd. Apt. 10
extra for the Memorial Fund in Swampscott, MA 01907
honor of all the 47th Inf. Medics
Just a quick note. I had a
who are no longer with us.
good time at Worcester last
Vera and I stay pretty Sunday, and I'm sure all the
healthy, thank God. We now "troops" did. (Quoting Father
have six grandchildren and Ed). Just insert a name of one of
three great-grandchildren.
our B-Btry 84th F.A. men who
Best regards to you and passed away this year. Edward
Marie.
Gill of Vermont.
B Btry. 84 FA.
Greetings to all the men, FA,
DICK O'CONNOR
Engine. Ers. 47th 39th, etr.
9567 Bluford Ave.
Sorry I could not attend the
Whittier, Ca. 90605
reunion in San Antonio. I hear
Just returned from attending
all went well.
Had a surprise get-together
the unveiling of the monument
to the Viet Nam nurses, met
with "Hank" Downs in Raleigh,
Westmoreland. Went with my
NC. My son, Marc, invited him
oldest son a Nam veteran.
down to a family get-together,
After Washington, D.C. I took
without my knowledge. Hank
off for two weeks to England. I
was chief of section #3 gun. I
stayed with my Andover and
saw Hank and Sgt. Gugnos (also
Whitchurch friends, visited
chief) in Bragg in 1992. We
Winchester, Salsburg, etc. I
talked about the number of 105
spent ThanksgiVing in Andover.
shells our battery shot - over
It was fifty years to the day we
50,000. I'd say were were "front
landed from Palermo. The
line" soldiers!!
weather was cold but no rain
Best to you all. See you in
lots of frost a little fax.
'
Worcester. We sure do miss
It would be nice to goback
Father Connors!!
next year, but $6,000 for two is a
Best to all.
bit high.
Have a happy and healthy
holiday. Regards to all.

A.T. 39th Inf.
WILLIAM H. SAGE
435 Highland Dr.
Madison, In. 47250
I joined the 9th Infantry
Division in England, near
Winchester, England on Thanksgiving day, 1943 and was with
the Division all the way to the
Elbe River.
After the wars end we spent
considerable time around
Augsburg, Germany.
I was discharged Sept. 25,
1945 after arriving home by way
of Marseille, France to Boston
Mass.
'
Would like to hear from some
of the guys in anti-tank Co., 39th
Inf. 1st Sgt. Crist, Joe Davis,
Tom Fromm, Mess Sgt. Guy
Daves or any others who might
remember me.
60th Inf. L Co.
EDWIN BREWER
8427 Mastin St.
Overland Park, Ks. 66212
Enclosed is check for my 1994
membership dues.
All is well, here in Overland
Park, Kansas. We are 20 miles
from Kansas City, Mo. and not
far to travel, to see the Chiefs'
football team or the Royals'
baseball team, when they are in
town.
I had attended 4 reunions
including the first one in 1946 a~
the Hotel New Yorker in New
York City. The fifth one, I went
to was in Springfield, Illinois, in
1963 and Gov. Otto Kerner, who
was a 9th man during the war
and was governor then, attended all the affairs we had, during
the 3 days. I took my wife, son
and daughter, who were
"teenagers" then and we all had
a good time. When we returned
home, my wife told me that she
would never go with me again,
said we drank too much, stayed
up too late and "shot the bull"
with my buddies all the time.
I've attended 5 more reunions
alone, the last one in Nashvill~
in 1986. Don't think I'll see
another - getting too old - 84
next April.
Our daughter, son-in-law, and
their family moved to Branson,
Mo. 8 years ago - 220 miles
south of here and we go there
twice each year. Our son-in-law
is a surgeon in a hospital there.
Branson is one of the big entertainment centers in the U.S.
They have 40 star entertainers
from Nashville and Hollywood
and they each have their own
theater and have shows the
year round. The town is small,
only 3,700 people bu t every
year, there are 5 million visitors.
Hoping this finds you and
yours in good health and about
to enjoy the holidays.
God bless.
47th Inf. I Co.
KENNETH BARTLETT
P.O. Box 40
Watseka, II. 60970
Enclosed please find my
check for three years membership dues. I still enjoy the
Octofoil.
I am probably one of the
older members of the Association. I will be 87 Jan. 27, 1994.
I'm in very good health. My wife
and I will celebrate our 57th
wedding anniversary in June.
Hope you have many more
years as secretary.
47th Inf. E Co.
FERMIN MARTINEZ
7th St. A9 Bells Horizonte
Guayama, PR 00784
Will you kindly give my best
regards to all the boys from Co
E. 47th Inf. What ever happened
to a few of the originals from
1941 when I got the Fayettsville,
Fort Bragg 1941?

Hq. 1st Bn. 47th
FREDVENO
1622 Ellis Ave.
Ashland, Wi. 54806
Dues renewal time has rolled
around so renew me for three
years, ship me one decal for the
new car and put what is left in
the memorial fund.
Snow on the ground and cold,
but not as much snow and not
as cold as the BULGE. As I age
things from the past come to
mind more often. This happens z
more often as the holidays ~
arrive. We spent three ;
Christmas days overseas and II
the one that stands out in my.!
mind is the one we spent in
Alresford. In 1975 my wife and I
took a short trip to Europe. We
visited Hohenwart and found
out they took down the flag pole
we put up in the village square.
Visited several cemeteries from
both wars, the channel beaches
and Paris. Spent a day in
Alresford. Found it had become 60th Inf. M Co.
a very busy place. Went out to ANTHONY C. GUTTILLA
Tichborne Manor and walked 3 Rockbrook Dr.
around the grounds. All the Charlottesville, VA 22901
quansit huts were gone, but
Here it is almost Thanksgivone. A man was busy firing pot- ing, and Christmas just around
tery in it. Both Lord and Lady the corner. Here are my. dues
Tichborne had passed away and
for 3 years. I'm sending you a
the two daughters were living in
few pictures that were taken in
the manor house. A nice trip
Fort Bragg in 1941. I hope it
but wish we could have made it
brings back some memories to
sooner. after that long you
Co. M. 60th. Inf. men. I really
could not find spots you want- enjoy reading the Octofoi!'
ed.
Regards and have a very happy
I ramble on too long. Thanks
New Year and to all members of
to you Dan and your hard workthe 9th Division God bless you
ing wife for keeping the associaall.
tion going.
Btry A 60th FA Bn.
WALTER QUIGLEY
Co. M. 47th Inf.
P.O. Box 1094
EDA LITTLE
Lake Elsinore, CA 92531
313 Washington St.
First off 1 want to say a big
Tamaqua, Pa. 18252
"HELLO" again to all my NINTH
Sure was good to see all of
Buddies. It's been some time
you at Fayettville, but will be
since I've written to the
unable to get to San Antonio
Octofoil. Wish it weren't to
this year. The better half isn't
announce the passing of two of
up to that kind of trip.
our Ninth Buddies. These are
I hear from Comdr. Knee once
two of the twenty-five or so
in awhile and Johnny Knight
whom I have kept in contact
and I get together now and then
with since the end of W.W. II. It
for a B. session and enjoy it
is with sadness that I announce
very much. His wife can make
the passing of Alex DeNaro on
the best "Homemade" biscuits
July 17, 1993. Al was a cook
in the world. They melt in your
with the Battery "A," 60th Field
mouth. I always bring a couple
AI lived in Phil, Pa.
Artillery.
home with me.
Also we lost James (Jim)
Also heard from John Davis.
Myers on Sept. 25th, '93. Jim
His wife is having much trouble,
was with the 9th Battery 'A,'
since we honored him with the
60th Field Artillery. I was so forcitation. He says hi to all, and
tunate to have a personal visit
we hope the doctors all done
from Jim just a month before he
cutting her to pieces. Slim
passed away wh\.;n he visited
Labur is back in Texas for the
his daughter Sharon Kilpatrick
winter and bragging about the
and his son Michael. Jim lived in
golfing and fishing down there
Zephyrhills, Fla. for 14 years
in 84% weather. He says that if
after moving from Northamphe was back home in Michigan
ton,
Mass. We paid him a visit in
he could name everyone of
Florida in 1986 when I attended
those fellows in the last
the 9tll Reunion in Tennessee.
Octofoil. THAT WAS OUR MORPlease include Jim and AI in
TOR GANG? in the Ninth.
your "Taps Sounded" column.
Hope to see all of you next
Enclosed is my check for a few
year, I will get out of here. Best
dollars for the Memorial Fund
wishes to all.
in honor of all our 9th veterans:
Hq. Special Troops
May they rest in peace.
'
JORDAN BIERMAN
have
talked
recently
to
Pat
I
7260 Kinghurst Dr. #506
Passarello and Larry Gould on
Delray Beach, FL 33446
the phone. Pat still lives on
I am now a permanent resiStaten
Island, and Larry lives in
dent of Florida, since Sept. 1992.
Hull, Mass.
I bumped
into
Dave

!

Goodman, member of the band
9th Div.
We are both trying to locate
Robert Warsk, also a band member.
Hope he gets the Octofoil and
will contact me.
9th Div. Arty Hq. Btry.
HENRY BOKINA
3 Prospect St. Box 132
Hatfield, Ma. 0 I038
Enclosed is check for 1994
dues. I always pay up at the
Worcester Reunion - didn't
make it this year - not feeling
so hot.
Hope you are feeling well see you in 1994. Enjoy reading
the Octofoil.

All is going well here in Lake
Elsinore, Ca. I will try to send a
note to our Octofoil more often
really. My wife Dolly is my edi~
tor and typist, else I'd probably
never get notes and information
off to the Octofoil.
We thoroughly enjoy the
Octofoil stories, but, hate to see
the passing of our 9th buddies.
So, 'til my next "HELLO" I'll
just say, So Long For This Time.

